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Transforming documents, images, video and sound - 1100 formats supported by Convenience - No software to download. Just select the file, select the format for the conversion and away you go. Speed - We aim to complete all of our conversions in less than 10 minutes. Formats - We support file formats at 1,200 euros, more than any
other converter. Experience - We have been successfully converting files since 2006, with millions of satisfied customers. Support - Is there a file you can't convert? Just email us and we'll ask our dedicated engineers to look at you. Transforming CSV into XLS - online and free - this page also contains information about CSV and XLS file
extensions. ❯ select the CSV file you want to convert. Choose XLS as the format you want to convert to the CSV file. Click the Convert button to convert your CSV file. The board of the Zamzar Pro: You can open CSV files with any text editor, as well as Microsoft Excel or numbers on the Mac. You are in good company: Zamzar has
converted over 510 million files from the 2006 File Extension .csv Category Document Description of the CSV file is a way of collecting data from any table so that it can be transferred as input to another table oriented application such as the relay database applications. Microsoft Excel, the app's lead table or relational database, can read
CSV files. The CSV file is sometimes referred to as a flat file. CSV Actions to XLS - Conversion of the nowView file is another document file format Technical details in computers, the CSV file contains different values in the table, like the ASCII series (American standard code for sharing information) text lines, which are then organized so
that each column value is separated by a comma from the next column value and each series starts a new line. CSV is one example of a delimit text file that uses a comma to separate values (many other CSV implementations allow you to use different dividers, such as rear or fast forward). However, CSV differs from other split file
formats when using a double quote symbol around fields containing reserved characters (such as commas or new lines). The advantage of this approach is that it allows data to be transmitted across different applications. Associate Programs File format CSV is very simple and supported by almost all tables and database management
systems developed by Microsoft MIME type text/comma separated values Useful links More details about CSV filesWhen to use CSV filesPrograms that open CSV filesConvert CSV file extension .xls Category Document Description of Microsoft Excel file is a commercial application until 2007, Excel versions used XLS as the primary
format for file preservation. It includes calculation, graphics tools, turntables and a macroprogramming language called Visual Basic for applications. It has a very widely used table for these platforms, especially after version 5 in 1993, and it almost completely replaced Lotus 1-2-3 as an industry standard for spreadsheets. Excel is part of
Microsoft Office. Current versions of 2010 for Microsoft Windows and 2011 for Mac OS X. Actions Convert XLS fileView other file file formats Technical details Microsoft Excel until the 2007 version used its own binary file format called Binary Binary File Format (BIFF) as the main format. Used as the basis for xlS files is a preservation
format that supports authorship and manipulation of content in workbooks and work book templates. Most versions of Microsoft Excel can read FORMAT, DBF, SYLK, DIF and other outdated formats. Microsoft ExcelMicrosoft Excel ViewerOpenOffice, developed by an app such as Microsoft MIME/vnd.ms-excel Useful links Learn more
about the XLS formatWhen open the XLS file without the specifications of the Microsoft ExcelMicrosoft OfficeConvert XLS File with the expansion .numbers are created by the Apple Numbers app, which is part of Apple's app suite of applications that run on Mac OS X and iOS operating systems, as well as includes Numbers 1.0 on OS X
were first announced on August 7, 2007, and the .numbers file contains many standard spreadsheet features that support rows, columns, graphs, formulas, and charts. The iPad version of the issue was released in January 2010, and the latest version of the issue on OS X version 3.5 was released in November 2014 as part of Apple's
iWork '14 update. As with other products, iWork Suite Numbers includes various layouts developed by professional illustrators and also includes support for the importation of documents from Microsoft's Office package (in this case Excel tables). The main achievements in the numbers are below: VersionDateKey has 1.0August 2007First -
basic functions. 2.0 January 2009Adds features that allow charts in Keynote and Pages to be automatically updated when changes in numbers files. 2.1July 2011Subsion help added to OS X Lion features such as full screen, resume, automatic saving and version. 2.2July 2012 includes features to integrate with iCloud, retina display
support and dictation features. 2.3December 2012In the same can improve compatibility with Excel documents, the ability to hide and scatter rows and columns amd filters. 3.0October 2013 Shines with a new user interface to match what's found in Pages and Keynote, and also includes the ability to create interactive charts. 3.5October
2014New OS X Yosemite inspired design, iCloud drive support, and updated file numbers format. ODS in XLS - online and free - this page also contains information about extensions of ODS and XLS files. ❯ select the file you want to convert. Choose XLS as the format you want to convert to the ODS file. Click the Convert button to
convert the ODS file. The Board of The Pro: You can use Open Office, Libre Office, or even Microsoft Office to open ODS files. You're in good company: Zamzar has converted over 510 million files since 2006 file extension .ods Category Document Description of the ODS file was a format developed by Sun Microsystems and used by
OpenOffice and StarOffice Suites. The ODS file extension is provided to files that are created using the calc program, a spreadsheet application that is based on XML but contains spreadsheets, diagrams, and other graphic elements held in rows and columns in the same way as Microsoft Excel. ACTION ODS to XLS - Transformation of
the nowView file other file formats Technical Details Format OpenDocument (ODF) is an XML file format for submitting electronic documents such as spreadsheets, charts, presentations and word processing documents. The standard was developed by OASIS (Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards) and it
is a free and open format. OpenDocument supports the presentation of documents: a single XML document and as a set of multiple rechargings in the package. Microsoft Office 2007Microsoft Office 2010OpenOffice Calc, developed by sun Microsystems MIME type application/vnd.oasis.opendocument.spreadsheetapplication/x-
vnd.oasis.opendocument.spreadsheet Useful links Details ods file FormatConvert ODS File extension .xls Category Document Description of the Microsoft Excel file is a commercial table application written and distributed by Microsoft for Microsoft and Microsoft Mac. Pre-2007 versions of Excel use XLS as the primary format for saving
files. It includes calculation, graphics tools, turntables and a macroprogramming language called Visual Basic for applications. It was a very widely used table for these platforms, especially after version 5 in 1993, and it almost completely replaced Lotus 1-2-3 as an industry standard for spreadsheets. Excel is part of Microsoft Office.
Current versions of 2010 for Microsoft Windows and 2011 for Mac OS X. Actions Convert XLS fileView other file file formats Technical details Microsoft Excel until the 2007 version used its own binary file format called Binary Binary File Format (BIFF) as the main format. Used as the basis for xlS files is a preservation format that supports
authorship and manipulation of content in workbooks and work book templates. Most versions of Microsoft Excel can read FORMAT, DBF, SYLK, DIF and other outdated formats. Associated Microsoft ExcelMicrosoft Excel ViewerOpenOffice, developed by an app like Microsoft MIME/vnd.ms-excel Useful links Read more about XLS
FormatAcces open the XLS file without Microsoft Microsoft Microsoft The specifications of the OfficeConvert XLS Convert PDF file format in XLS - online and free - this page also contains information about PDF and XLS file extensions. ❯ choose the PDF file you want to convert. Choose XLS as the format you want to convert to the PDF
file. Click the Convert button to convert the PDF file. The board of The Prosar Pro: If you're on a Mac, then you can use the Preview app to open pdf files. You are in good company: Zamzar has converted over 510 million files since the 2006 File Extension .pdf Category Document Description PDF file description is a file format developed
by Adobe Systems to present documents in a way that is separate from the original operating system, application or hardware from where it was originally created. The PDF file can be of any length, contains any number of fonts and images and is designed to create and transmit the finished output printer. Actions PDF to XLS -
Conversion of the nowView file other document file formats Technical details Each PDF file encapsulates the full description of the 2D document (and, with the advent of Acrobat 3D, embedded 3D documents), which includes text, fonts, images and 2D vector graphics that make up the document. They do not encode information specific to
the software, hardware, or operating system of the application used to create or view the document. Associated Adobe ViewerGhostscriptGhostviewXpdfpDF, developed by Adobe Systems MIME Type App /PDF Useful Adobe Reader Links (to view)Adobe Acrobat (for editing)Transforming PDF file extension .xls Category Document
Description of Microsoft Excel file is a commercial table application written and distributed by Microsoft for Microsoft Windows and Mac OS X. It includes calculation, graphics tools, turntables and a macroprogramming language called Visual Basic for applications. It was a very widely used table for these platforms, especially after version 5
in 1993, and it almost completely replaced Lotus 1-2-3 as an industry standard for spreadsheets. Excel is part of Microsoft Office. Current versions of 2010 for Microsoft Windows and 2011 for Mac OS X. Actions Convert XLS fileView other file file formats Technical details Microsoft Excel until the 2007 version used its own binary file
format called Binary Binary File Format (BIFF) as the main format. Used as the basis for xlS files is a preservation format that supports authorship and manipulation of content in workbooks and work book templates. Most versions of Microsoft Excel can read FORMAT, DBF, SYLK, DIF and other outdated Microsoft ExcelMicrosoft Excel
ViewerOpenOffice, developed by Microsoft MIME/vnd.ms-excel Useful links More about XLS Officeconvert XLS file specifications convert xls to pdf zamzar. zamzar convert xlsx to xls. . zamzar convert ods to xls. convert csv to xlsx zamzar. zamzar convert csv to xls
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